Noise and information sampling are ubiquitous components determining the precision 17 in our ability to discriminate between decision alternatives, however, the source and 18 nature of these imprecisions is unclear. Moreover, how the nervous system 19 simultaneously considers regularities in the environment, goals of the organism, and 20 capacity constraints to guide goal-directed behavior, remains unknown. To address 21 these issues, we elaborate a biologically-and cognitive-relevant efficient coding 22 mechanism for discrimination, which takes into consideration resource limitations 23 when forming percepts based on information sampling. Crucially, we show that this 24 theory makes it formally explicit why a system that evolved to encode information 25 based on a limited set of discrete samples must rely on noise to optimize decision 26 behavior. Thus, contrary to common assumptions, we demonstrate noise does not 27 necessarily degrade performance, but is an essential component to optimize distinct 28 organism's goals in capacity-limited systems, for instance, maximize the amount of 29 correct responses, or maximize expected fitness. Our theory allowed us to test 30 empirically the hypothesis that humans may efficiently adapt their number sense to 31 maximize fitness, thus providing an evolutionary advantage. Surprisingly, we found 32 that humans employ a less optimal but more flexible sampling mechanism that relies 33 on limited samples drawn from memory of encountered stimuli, irrespective of 34 incentivized goals. Together, these theoretical and empirical findings provide a general 35 mechanistic framework for understanding decision behavior while accounting for 36 biological restrictions of information coding. 37 38 39 40 Page 3 of 33
frameworks that allow comparing behavior not only across different tasks and goals, 48 but also across different levels of description, for instance, from single cell activity to 49 observed behavior. 50 Here, we adopt such an approach to understand what determines the degree of 51 precision of people's discrimination between alternative stimuli presented to them, 52 and in particular how this varies over the range of possible stimuli. In a number of 53 sensory modalities, it has been argued that principles of efficient coding provide an 54 answer: that the degree to which a particular stimulus can be distinguished from 55 relatively similar stimuli follows from a principle of efficient allocation of scarce neural 56 resources(1-6). However, the cases in which this principle has been shown to 57 successfully explain measured discrimination thresholds are typically ones in which the 58 stimulus feature identifies "which one" of a large range of possibilities is present (for 59 instance, which direction of motion or orientation, which frequency of pitch), rather 60 than "how much" of something is present, for instance, in the case when physical 61 stimuli are tied to reward values. Population codes in which many different neurons 62 have preferred stimuli at different points in the spectrum of possibilities are known to 63 be used in early stages of processing of sensory features of the former kind(1, 3), but 64 are not obviously relevant in the latter case. Yet, it is also important to understand the ( ) for a given prior distribution ( ), according to this criterion. It can be shown 124 that for large , the mutual information between and (hence the mutual 125 information between and ) is maximized if the prior distribution over is Jeffreys' 126 prior(19) 127 ,
(1) 128 also known as the arcsine distribution. Hence, the mapping ( ) induces a prior 129 distribution over given by the arcsine distribution ( Fig. 1a, right panel) . Based on this 130 result, it can be shown that the optimal encoding rule ( ) that guarantees 131 maximization of mutual information between the random variable and the noisy 132 encoded percept is given by (see Supplementary Notes 1 and 2) 133 ,
(2) 134 where ( ) is the CDF of the prior distribution ( ). 135 So far, we have derived the optimal encoding rule to maximize mutual 136 information when the transmission channel receives a continuous random variable as 137 input, but can only encode information with ones and zeros codes (Eq. 2). However, 138 one may ask what the implications are of such a theory for discrimination performance. 139 This is important to investigate given that achieving channel capacity does not 140 necessarily imply that the goals of the organism are also optimized (20) . Independent 141 of information maximization assumptions, here we start from scratch and investigate 142 what are the necessary conditions for minimizing discrimination errors when a system 143 is restricted to represent information based on ones and zeros with limited number of 144 samples. Here we solve this problem for the case of two alternative forced choice tasks, 145 where the average probability of error is given by (see Supplementary Note 3) ,
(3) 147 where Perror[] represents the probability of erroneously choosing the alternative with 148 the lowest value given a noisy percept (assuming that the goal of the organism in 149 any given trial is to choose the alternative with the highest value). Here, we want to 150 find the density function ( ) that guarantees the smallest average error (Eq. 3). 151 Interestingly, the solution to this problem is (see Supplementary Note 3) 152 , (4) 153 which is exactly the same prior density function over that maximizes mutual 154 information (Eq. 1 and Fig. 1a ). Crucially, please note that we have obtained this 155 expression based on minimizing the frequency of erroneous choices and not the 156 maximization of mutual information as a goal in itself. This provides a further (and 1) due to optimal encoding (Eq. 2). This optimal mapping determines the probability of 165 generating a "high" or "low" reading. The ex-ante distribution over that guarantees maximization of mutual information is given by the arcsine distribution (Eq. 1). b) Encoding 167 rules ( ) for different decision strategies under binary sampling coding: accuracy 168 maximization (blue), reward maximization (red), DbS (green dashed). c) Mutual information 169 ( , ) for the different encoding rules (see Supplementary Note 2) as a function of the 170 number of samples . As expected ( , ) increases with , however the rule that results in 171 the highest loss of information is DbS. d) Discriminability thresholds (log-scaled for better 172 visualization) for the different encoding rules as a function of the input values for the prior 173 ( ) given in panel a. e) Graphical representation of the perceptual accuracy optimization 174 landscape. We plot the average probability of correct responses (Eq. 4) using as benchmark a 175 Beta distribution with parameters and . The blue star shows the average error probability 176 assuming that ( ) is the arcsine distribution (Eq. 1), which is the optimal solution.
The blue 177 open circle shows the average error probability based on the encoding rule assumed in DbS, 178 which is located near the optimal solution, but still a suboptimal strategy under the binomial 179 coding scheme. Please note that when formally solving this optimization problem 180 (Supplementary Note 3), we did not assume a priori that the solution is related to the beta 181 distribution. We use the beta distribution in this figure just as a benchmark for visualization. Remarkably, we obtain the following relation between discriminability 201 thresholds, prior distribution of input variables, and the number of limited samples 202 (derivation in Supplementary Fig. 1 ):
.
(5) 204 Interestingly, this relationship between prior distribution and discriminability 205 thresholds holds empirically across several sensory modalities ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ), 206 thus once again demonstrating that the efficient coding framework that we propose 207 here seems to incorporate the right kind of constraints to explain observed perceptual 208 phenomena as consequences of optimal allocation of finite capacity for internal 209 representation. 210 Until now, we have elaborated an efficient noisy sampling theory for the case 211 when the goal of the organism is to minimize the number of mistakes in discrimination 212 tasks. However, it is important to consider the case when the goal of the organism is 213 to maximize fitness or expected reward(23). For example, when spending the day 214 foraging fruit, one must make successive decisions about which tree has more fruits. 215 Fitness depends on the number of fruit collected which is not a linear function of the 216 number of accurate decisions, as each choice yields a different amount of fruit. 217 Therefore, in the case of reward maximization, we are interested in minimizing 218 reward loss which is given by the following expression 219 .
(6) 220 Note that this expression is similar for the case of average error rate (Eq. 3), with the 221 difference that now we want to take into consideration how much reward is lost every 222 time an erroneous decision is made (when making a decision between input values 1 223 and 2 , the decision maker gives up | 1 − 2 | for every erroneous decision). Thus, the 224 goal is to find the encoding rule ( ) which guarantees that the amount of reward loss 225 is as small as possible given our proposed coding framework. 226 Here we show that the optimal encoding rule ( ) that guarantees 227 maximization of expected value is given by 228 , 229 where is a normalizing constant which guarantees that the expression within the 230 integral is a probability density function (Supplementary Note 5). The first observation 231 based on this result is that the encoding rule for maximizing fitness is different from the encoding rule that maximizes accuracy (compare Eqs. 2 and 7), which leads to a 233 slight loss of information transmission ( Fig. 1c ). Additionally, one can also obtain 234 discriminability threshold predictions for this new encoding rule. Assuming a right-235 skewed prior distribution, which is often the case for various natural priors in the 236 environment(22) (e.g., like the one shown in Fig. 1a ), we find that discriminability for 237 small input values is lower for reward maximization compared to perceptual 238 maximization, however this pattern inverts for higher values (Fig. 1d ). In other words, 239 when we intend to maximize reward (given the shape of our assumed prior, Fig. 1a Remarkably, this result is independent of the number of samples (resources) available 258 to encode the input variable, and generalizes to any prior distribution (recall that 259 is defined as its cumulative density function). 260 This result reveals three important aspects of neural function and decision 261 behavior: First, it makes explicit why a system that evolved to code information using 262 our proposed coding scheme (i.e., ones and zeros codes or binary-state states(18, 27)) 263 must be necessarily noisy. That is, we do not attribute the randomness of peoples' 264 responses to a particular set of stimuli or decision problem to unavoidable randomness 265 of the hardware used to process the information. Instead, the relevant constraints are 266 assumed to be the limited set of output states for each neuron, the limited number of neurons, and the requirement that the neurons operate in parallel (so that each one's 268 output state must be statistically independent of the others, conditional on the input 269 stimulus). Given these constraints, we show that it is efficient for the operation of the 270 neurons to be random. Second, it shows how the nervous system may take advantage 271 of these noisy properties by reshaping its noise structure to optimize decision behavior. 272 Third, it shows that the noise structure can remain unchanged irrespective of the 273 amount of resources available to guide behavior. In the elaboration of the optimal discrimination encoding rules described above, 284 we suppose that there has been full learning of (and optimal adjustment to) the 285 distribution of values encountered in a given environment or context over a long 286 periods of time. However, for cases of more rapidly changing environments, a question 287 arises as to whether the person's brain can really have enough information soon 288 enough about the current frequency distribution for fully optimal adaptation of the 289 encoding rule at each point in time to be possible. This leads us to consider an 290 architecture that is more flexible in the way that it allows the encoding rule to vary 291 quickly with changes in the distribution of magnitudes that have recently been 292 encountered. This, at the cost of being less optimal in the way that the encoding rule 293 would be adapted to a single frequency distribution of stimuli that was maintained 294 forever.
In this alternative architecture, instead of assuming a distribution from which 296 noise is drawn that has been programmed at some earlier date, and optimized for 297 some training data set that was available at that earlier time ( Fig. 2) , we allow the value 298 of to be drawn from a different distribution at each date, that depends on the 299 distribution of magnitudes that have been encountered before that date. We 300 furthermore assume that the algorithm economizes on the number of samples that 301 must be drawn from previous experience, by drawing a single exemplar from the 302 distribution of recently encountered past magnitudes on each such occasion, and 303 basing the value of for that occasion on the magnitude of the exemplar that is drawn. 304 We assume that the function that determines the value of as a function of the 305 exemplar that is drawn on any given occasion is fixed for all time. According to this 306 model, the effective encoding rule ( ) varies depending on the frequency distribution 307 from which is drawn in a given context, but only because the distribution of values 308 for will depend on the distribution of exemplars that will be drawn from memory in 309 different contexts. 310 In this case, the encoding rule (the probability that a "high" reading is 311 generated) approximates: 312 .
(9) 313 The influential decision by sampling (DbS) model(28) is an example of a sampling-based 314 encoding rule of this kind. We consider its performance in a given environment, from 315 the standpoint of each of the possible performance criteria considered above (i.e., 316 maximize correct responses or fitness), and show that it differs from the optimal 317 encoding rule under any of those criteria ( Fig. 1b-e ). In particular, here we show that 318 using the encoding rule employed in DbS results in considerable loss of information 319 compared to the optimal solutions ( Fig. 1c ). An additional interesting observation is 320 that for the strategy employed in DbS, the agent is more sensitive for extreme input 321 values but gives up precision for intermediate values (Fig 1d) . In other words, DbS 322 agents are more sensitive to saliency. Thus, our theory illustrates the tradeoffs that 323 emerge between accuracy and reward maximization -and how they compare to DbS 324 -when considering the statistics of the environment, as well as capacity and neural 325 coding constraints. Our goal now is to compare back-to-back these resource-limited 326 coding frameworks in a fundamental cognitive function for human behavior: 327 numerosity perception.
328
Empirical Results. Numerosity perception appears to be a well-conserved "sense" 329 across species with assumed evolutionary advantages, such as facilitating choice of 330 areas with more food and/or more conspecies(29). However, to the best of our knowledge, it has not been formally tested whether humans adapt their non-symbolic 332 number sense to maximize discrimination accuracy or to maximize fitness, or perhaps 333 rely on less optimal but more flexible resource-limited sampling strategies. The 334 development of our theory allows the possibility to investigate this fundamental aspect 335 of behaviour. 336 In Experiment 1, healthy volunteers (n=7) took part in a two-alternative forced 337 choice numerosity task, where each participant completed ~2,400 trials across four 338 consecutive days (methods). On each trial, they were simultaneously presented with 339 two clouds of dots and asked which one contained more dots, and were given feedback 340 on their reward and opportunity losses on each trial ( Fig. 3a ). Participants were either 341 rewarded for their accuracy (perceptual condition, where maximizing the amount of 342 correct responses is the optimal strategy) or the number of dots they selected (value 343 condition, where maximizing reward is the optimal strategy). Each condition was 344 tested for two consecutive days with the starting condition randomized across 345 participants. Crucially, we imposed a prior distribution ( ) with a right-skewed 346 quadratic shape ( Fig. 3b ), whose parametrization allowed tractable analytical solutions In our modelling specification, the choice structure is identical for the three different 379 sampling models, differing only in the encoding rule ( ) (methods). Therefore, 380 answering the question of which encoding rule is the most favored for each participant 381 can be parsimoniously addressed using a latent-mixture model, where each subject 382 uses ( ), ( ) or ( ) to guide their decisions (methods). Before fitting this 383 model to the empirical data, we confirmed the validity of our model selection approach 384 through a validation procedure using synthetic choice data ( Fig. 3d, Supplementary Fig.   385 2 and methods). After we confirmed that that we can reliably differentiate between 386 our competing encoding rules, the latent-mixture model was initially fit to each 387 condition (perception or value) using a hierarchical Bayesian approach (methods).
388 Surprisingly, we found that at the population level, participants did not follow the 389 accuracy or reward optimization strategy in the respective experimental condition, but 390 favored the DbS strategy (probability that DbS deemed best in the perceptual 391 pDbS_favored = 0.86 and value pDbS_favored = 0.93 conditions, Fig. 4a ). Importantly, this 392 population-level result also holds at the individual level: DbS was strongly favored in 6 393 out of 7 participants in the perceptual condition, and 7 out of 7 in the value condition 394 ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). These results are not likely to be affected by changes in 395 performance over time, as performance was stable across the four consecutive days 396 ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). Additionally, we investigated whether biases induced by choice 397 history effects may have influenced our results(30-32). Therefore, we incorporated 398 both choice-and correctness-dependence history biases in our models and fitted the 399 models once again (methods). We found that inclusion of these choice history biases 400 did not affect our results both at the population and individual levels. Population 401 probability that DbS deemed best in the perceptual pDbS_favored = 0.87 and value 402 pDbS_favored = 0.93 conditions ( Fig. 4c) . At the individual level, DbS was again strongly 403 favored in 6 out of 7 participants in the perceptual condition, and 7 out of 7 in the value 404 condition ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). 405 In order to investigate further the robustness of this effect, we introduced a 406 slight variation in the behavioral paradigm. In this new experiment (Experiment 2), 407 participants were given points on each trial and had to reach a certain threshold in 408 each run for it to be eligible for reward ( Fig. 3a and methods) . This class of behavioral 409 task is thought to be in some cases more ecologically valid than trial-independent 410 choice paradigms(33). In this new experiment, either a fixed amount of points for a 411 correct trial was given (perceptual condition) or an amount equal to the number of 412 dots in the chosen cloud if the response was correct (value condition). We recruited a 413 new set of participants (n=6), who were tested on these two conditions, each for two 414 consecutive days with the starting condition randomized across participants (each 415 participant completed ~2,400 trials). The quantitative results revealed once again that participants did not change their encoding strategy depending on the goals of the task, 417 with DbS being strongly favored for both perceptual and value conditions. At the 418 population level, DbS deemed best in the perceptual (pDbS_favored = 0.999) and value 419 (pDbS_favored = 0.91) conditions ( Fig. 4a ) and at the individual level, DbS was strongly 420 favored in 6 out of 6 participants in both the perceptual and value conditions 421 ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). Once again, we found that inclusion of choice history biases in 422 this experiment did not significantly affect our results both at the population and 423 individual levels. Population probability that DbS deemed best in the perceptual 424 (pDbS_favored = 0.999) and value (pDbS_favored = 0.90) conditions ( Supplementary Fig. 3) , and 425 at the individual level DbS was strongly favored in 6 out of 6 participants in the 426 perceptual condition and 5 of 6 in the value condition ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ). Thus, 427 experiments 1 and 2 strongly suggest that our results are not driven by specific 428 instructions or characteristics of the behavioral task. 429 As a further robustness check, for each participant we grouped the data in 430 different ways across experiments (Experiments 1 and 2) and experimental conditions 431 (perceptual or value) and investigated which sampling model was favored. We found 432 that irrespective of how the data was grouped, DbS was the model that clearly deemed 433 best at the population ( Fig. 4a ) and individual level ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). Additionally, 434 we investigated whether these quantitative results specifically depended on our choice 435 of using a latent-mixture model. Therefore, we also fitted each model independently 436 and compared the quality of the model fits based on out-of-sample cross-validation 437 metrics (methods). Once again, we found that the DbS was favored independently of 438 experiment and conditions ( Fig. 4b ). Additionally, we investigated whether the DbS 439 model makes more accurate predictions than the widely used logarithmic model of 440 numerosity discrimination tasks(34). We found that DbS still made better out of sample 441 predictions than the log-model (Fig. 4b, Fig. 5f ,g, and Supplementary Fig. 6 ). Moreover, 442 these results continued to hold after taking into account possible choice history biases 443 ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ). In addition to these quantitative results, qualitatively we also 444 found that behavior closely matched the predictions of the DbS model remarkably well 445 ( Fig. 4c ), based on virtually only 1 free parameter, namely, the number of samples 446 (resources) . Together, these results provide compelling evidence that DbS is the most 447 likely resource-constrained sampling strategy used by participants. 448 Here it is important to emphasize that all sampling models and the logarithmic Supplementary Fig. 8 ). Then we fitted this model to the empirical data and found that 479 the recovered value of the shape parameter closely followed the value of the 480 empirical prior with a slight underestimation (Fig. 5a ). Next, we investigated the 481 dynamics of prior adaptation. To this end, we ran a new experiment (Experiment 3, 482 n=7 new participants) where we set the shape parameter of the prior to a lower value 483 compared to Experiments 1-2 ( Fig. 5b, methods) . We investigated the change of over 484 time by allowing this parameter to change with trial experience (Eq. 18, methods) and 485 compared the evolution of for Experiments 1 and 2 (empirical = 2) with 486 Experiment 3 (empirical = 1, Fig. 5b ). If participants show prior adaption in our 487 numerosity discrimination task, we hypothesized that the asymptotic value of should 488 be lower for Experiments 1-2 than for Experiment 3. First, we found that for 489 Experiments 1-2, the value of quickly reached an asymptotic value close to the target 490 value (Fig. 5c ). On the other hand, for Experiment 3 the value of continued to 491 decrease during the experimental session, but slowly approaching its target value. This in laboratory experiments. Irrespective of these considerations, the key result to 500 confirm our adaptation hypothesis is that the asymptotic value of is lower for 501 Experiment 3 compared to Experiments 1 and 2 (PMCMC = 0.006; Fig. 5c,d) . Additionally, 502 we found that this DbS model again provides more accurate qualitative and 503 quantitative out of sample predictions than the log model ( Fig. 5e,f) . 
Discussion
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The brain is a metabolically expensive inference machine(37, 38). Therefore it has been 529 suggested that evolutionary pressure has driven it to make productive use of its limited 530 resources by exploiting statistical regularities(2, 22, 28, 39, 40). Here, we incorporate 531 this important -often ignored -aspect in models of behavior by introducing a general 532 framework of decision-making under the constraints that the system: (i) encodes 533 information based on binary codes, and (ii) has limited number of samples available to 534 encode information. Crucially, this framework takes into consideration the statistics of 535 the environment, and we provide a general solution for the specific goals that 536 systems/organism may require to guide optimal discriminations (e.g. maximize 537 perceptual accuracy or expected reward) given the above-mentioned constraints. 538 When the organism must rely on internal "noisy" percepts to guide behavior, we show 539 that the encoding rule that maximizes mutual information is the same rule that 540 maximizes decision accuracy in two-alternative decision tasks. This happens to be the 541 case for accuracy maximization, however, note that there is nothing privileged about 542 maximizing mutual information, as it does not mean that the goals of the organism are 543 necessarily achieved(20). In fact, we show that if the goal of the organism is instead to 544 maximize expected reward, the system should not rely on maximizing information 545 transmission to fulfill this goal and must give up precision in information coding. 546 Another key implication of our work is that it provides an alternative explanation 547 to the usual conception of noise as the main cause of behavioral performance 548 degradation, where noise is usually artificially added to models of decision behavior to 549 generate the desired variability(41, 42). On the contrary, our work makes it formally 550 explicit why a system that evolved to encode information based on binary codes must 551 be necessarily noisy, also revealing how the system could take advantage of its perspective: the prior is directly embedded in an optimal noise distribution, which 581 "corrupts" the input of each neuron that in turn generates the noisy but optimal 582 percept. Irrespective of these considerations, here it is important to emphasize that all 583 novel contributions made by DbS to explain the shape of ubiquitous psycho-economic 584 functions (e.g. utility concavity, loss aversion, and risk probability curves(28)) continue 585 to hold under our framework, with the important added value that we provide explicit 586 optimal solutions to maximize accuracy and reward expectation. 587 We tested these resource-limited coding frameworks in non-sysmbolic 588 numerosity discrimination, a fundamental cognitive function for behavior in humans 589 and other animals, which may have emerged during evolution to support fitness 590 maximization. Here, we find that the way in which the precision of numerosity 591 discrimination varies with the size of the numbers being compared is consistent with 592 the hypothesis that the internal representations on the basis of which comparisons are 593 made are sample-based. In particular, we find that the encoding rule varies depending 594 on our imposed prior, requiring complex neuroplastic changes to be implemented, 604 which are in turn metabolically costly(44). Relying on samples from memory might be 605 less metabolically costly as these systems are plastic in short time scales, and therefore 606 a relatively simpler heuristic to implement allowing faster adaptation. 607 Interestingly, it was recently shown that in a reward learning task, a model that 608 estimates values based on memory samples from recent past experiences can explain 609 the data better than canonical incremental learning models(45). Based on their and 610 our findings, we conclude that sampling from memory is a potentially powerful 611 mechanism for guiding choice behavior, as it allows quick learning and generalization Taken together, our findings emphasize the need of studying optimal models, 618 which serve as anchors to understand the brain's computational goals without ignoring 619 the fact that biological systems are limited in their capacity to process information. We 620 addressed this by proposing a computational problem, elaborating an algorithmic 621 solution, and proposing a minimalistic implementational architecture that solves the 622 resource-constrained problem. This is essential, as it helps to establish frameworks 623 that allow comparing behavior not only across different tasks and goals, but also across 624 different levels of description, for instance, from single cell operation to observed 625 behavior(24). We argue that this approach is fundamental to provide benchmarks for 626 human performance that can lead to the discovery of alternative heuristics(48) that 627 could also be suboptimal under resource-constrained frameworks -as we 628 demonstrate here for DbS -but that might be in turn the optimal strategy to 629 implement if one considers costs of optimal adaptation(25, 49). We conclude that the 630 understanding of brain function under a principled research agenda, which takes into 631 account decision mechanisms that are biologically feasible, will be essential to 632 accelerate the elucidation of the mechanisms underlying human cognition.
Participants. The study tested young healthy volunteers with normal or corrected-to-635 normal vision (total n = 20, age 19-36 years, 9 females: n = 7 in experiment 1, 2 females; 636 n = 6 new participants in experiment 2, 3 females; n = 7 new participants in experiment 637 3, 4 females). Participants were randomly assigned to each experiment and no (Fig. 3a) . In the value condition, participants were explicitly 656 informed that each dot in a cloud of dots corresponded to 1 Swiss Franc (CHF). 657 Participants were informed that they would receive the amount in CHF corresponding 658 to the total number of dots on the chosen side ( Fig. 3a) . At the end of the experiment 659 a random trial was selected and they received the corresponding amount. In the 660 accuracy condition, participants were explicitly informed that they could receive a In order to maximize statistical power in the differentiation of the competing 718 encoding rules, we generated 10,000 sets of experimental trials for each encoding rule 719 and selected the sets of trials with the highest discrimination power (i.e. largest 720 differences in -Log-Likelihood) between the encoding models. In these power analyses, 721 we also investigated what was the minimum number of trials that would allow accurate 722 generative model selection at the individual level. We found that ~1,000 trials per Graphical representation of the respective encoding rules is shown in Fig. 3e for 754 Experiments 1 and 2. Given an encoding rule ( ), we now define the decision rule. 755 The goal of the decision maker in our task is always to decide which of two input values where Φ(⋅) is the standard CDF, and 1 and 2 are the encoding rules for the input 762 values 1 and 2 , respectively. Thus, the choice structure is the same for all models, 763 only differing in their encoding rule. The three models generate different qualitative 764 performance predictions for a given number of samples (Fig. 3f ). 765 Crucially, this probability decision rule (Eq. 14) can be parsimoniously extended 766 to include potential side biases independent of the encoding process as follows 767 , (Eq. 15) 768 where 0 is the bias term. This is the base model used in our work. We were also 769 interested in studying whether choice history effects(31, 32) may have influence in our 770 task, thus possibly affecting the conclusions that can be drawn from the base model. 771 Therefore, we extended this model to incorporate the effect of decision learning and 772 choices from the previous trial , (Eq. 16) 774 where −1 is the choice made on the previous trial (+1 for left choice and -1 for right 775 choice) and −1 is the "outcome learning" on the previous trial (+1 for correct choice 776 and -1 for incorrect choice). L and Ch capture the effect of decision learning and 777 choice in the previous trial, respectively. 778 Given that the choice structure is the same for all three sampling models and 160 trials for experiment 2) to allow for prior adaptation and fixing the shape 832 parameter to its true generative value = 2.
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The dynamics of adaptation (Fig. 5) DbS models, respectively). We found that the shape parameter value that minimizes 853 Eq. 20 is = 2.58. Based on our prior ( ) parametrization (Eq. 10), this suggests that 854 the initial prior is more skewed than the priors used in Experiments 1-3 ( Fig. 5b) . This 855 is an expected result given that log-normal priors -typically assumed in numerosity 856 tasks -are also highly skewed. We fitted the parameter independently for 857 Experiments to choose a metric for model comparison that considers this predictive aspect. 876 Therefore, in order to perform model comparison, we used a method for 877 approximating leave-one-out cross-validation (LOO) that uses samples from the full 878 posterior(55). These analyses were repeated using an alternative Bayesian metric: the 879 WAIC(55).
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Data availability 882 The data that support the findings of this study will be made available via github.
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Code availability 885 Code that support the findings of this study will be made available via github. 
